Agenda for Today

1. Syllabus Q&A
2. Finding Class Notes
3. Stack Implementation
4. First Assignment
5. More C Practice
6. Wrap Up
Course Syllabus
Syllabus Q&A

If we turn labs in after the late cutoff, do we get a zero?
   Yes, unless you turned the lab in earlier and got something higher than a 0.

Can we complete assignments on our own computers?
   It could be fine, and I'll show you how to get a copy of the code on your computer. Just be careful and test on MathLAN before submitting.
Where do these notes end up?
C Practice: Stack Implementation
Writing a Stack in C

We're going to implement a stack data structure in C that holds integers. The stack should have three operations: push, pop, and peek.

What are the parameters and return types for each operation?

void stack_push(int_stack_t* s, int value)
int stack_pop(int_stack_t* s)
int stack_peek(const int_stack_t* s)

How will we store the stack's contents? Think about data types we will need.

A linked list. The int_stack_t struct will hold a pointer to the top node.

An array. The stack might have a limited capacity, or the array could grow.

The int_stack_t struct will hold the size of the stack and the array's capacity. It also holds a pointer to the start of the array.
Live Coding
Reminders

Reading
Read *Beej's Quick Guide to gdb* before class on Wednesday

Assignment
The ngram assignment is due next Monday at 11:59pm